TRADITION & INNOVATION
PRODUCTS

TONDEO. YOU FEEL IT.

We are pleased to present the new TONDEO with this catalogue. Innovative.
Elegant. Exclusive. Close to the hairdresser. Our aspirations and craftsmanship
is the basis for exceptional scissors, razors and all other TONDEO products.
These are exclusively developed in cooperation with hairdressers and
designers for use in salons and make a noticeable difference.
For example with the new integrated CONBLADE cutting edge. Sharpened
in a visibly differently way, noticeably more extreme in design and therefore
perceptibly sharper - developed for a beautiful smooth cutting sensation.
You feel it! Typically TONDEO.
Our new brand identity is also typical and close to the hairdresser. Our new
brand logo represents the new TONDEO philosophy and many new innovative
products in our future range. Distinctively staged. Striking. Strong.

EXPERIENCE TONDEO IN A NEW WAY

Convince yourself of the new TONDEO. A synergy of scissors design, cutting
sensation and personality. We promise you will feel the difference.
Your TONDEO team

TONDEO. YOU FEEL IT.
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PRECISION FROM TRADITION.
INNOVATION WITH PASSION.

We have been living out passion for over
90 years: We develop scissors and razors
that are unique.
Each product is of a high quality, unique
and created through an exciting mixture
of master craftsmanship and innovative
technology. Each product is convincing
through precision, technology and
flamboyant design. Everything is geared
towards meeting individual requirements
for quality, performance, sensitivity and
ergonomics in every detail.
We share our sense for unique and special
products with those who are creative &
demanding, the professional hairdressers
& newcomers around the world who opt for
TONDEO scissors. Feel the difference.
Go your own way with TONDEO.
We rely on a mixture of precise craftsmanship and
state-of-the-art technologies in the production
of our “masterpieces”.
Arround 150 processes are required
to complete a TONDEO scissors.

TONDEO. YOU FEEL IT.
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TOOLS FOR CREATIVE MINDS.
As a competent hairdresser partner, we are regularly in salons and in direct
conversation with hairdressers. We feel and know what is trendy and which
products are necessary for professional, creative work.

FROM THE CUT
TO THE FINISH

Our range for you: The highest product quality for noticeably better work.
All our products – from scissors to hair spray – work perfectly with one another
and thus make precise styling possible for you from the cut to the finish.
Discover your options.

TONDEO. YOU FEEL IT.
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PROFESSIONAL PARTNER.
FOR PROFESSIONAL HAIRDRESSERS.
OUR HIGHEST AIM:
The best possible support for hairdressers
The key to our success are excellent products and needs-based service. TONDEO products reach hairdressers
all around the world, be that through our highly qualified sales force, through internationally active, competent
partners in the hairdressing market or through our online media. We are also present at all relevant industry
trade fairs.

WHERE WE ARE.
WHEN YOU NEED US.
Questions, wishes, suggestions. As your trusted partner, we are always on hand to help.
It may be in person or digitally, but it will always be competent.
Speak to us, or send us an email. We look forward to hearing from you!

OUR KEY ASSET:

OUR SPECIALITY:

Closeness to the hairdresser
TONDEO has a superb network with various hairdressing
organisations and all areas of expertise. This allows us to
remain up-to-date with current market developments,
trends and the concrete requirements of our customers.

Product development with professionals
TONDEO develops innovations together with
well-known top players and hairdressing
organisations all over the world, and thus
offers professional quality for professionals.

Promotion of craftsmanship
The strengthening of craftsmanship and improvement
of quality is important to us. Each year we support wellknown projects such as the Intercoiffure Herbert Burkhardt
Foundation. The foundation is committed to the qualification
of disadvantaged young people in order to provide them a
better future through vocational or further education.
More information about the foundation can be found at:
www.intercoiffure.de

TONDEO. YOU FEEL IT.
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PREMIUM-LINE

SCISSORS
RAZORS/BLADES

S-LINE

PERFECTION IS A FEELING.
Tools for hairdressers. With their own character.
Created in around 150 working steps. A TONDEO
scissors is individually tested and will not leave the
production site until it meets the strict requirements
of our highly qualified specialists.

E-LINE

Our brand is characterised by a love of perfection,
absolute quality in material and workmanship.
In addition, the unparalleled cutting sensation
makes all our scissors and razors so unique.
Our products are created in close cooperation with
experienced hairdressers and innovative designers.
Perfectly matched to the diverse requirements and
needs of modern hairdressers due to the successful
combination of precision, ergonomics and design.
Passion connects us. As a partner of the hairdressers,
our scissors and razors make everyday life in the salon
better. This is thanks to the special cutting sensation,
which inspires again and again.

C-LINE

A-LINE

TONDEO - made in Solingen.
The town of razors and scissors.

M-LINE

TONDEO. YOU FEEL IT.
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TONDEO CLOSE AND PERSONAL
Top players create new cuts and trendy styles every day. The precision of TONDEO scissors and trust in our
products is extremely important. Here you can find out why these top players are our partners and why you
should also opt for TONDEO.
Let yourself be inspired.

JOSEPHINE ACHT
TOP STYLIST, SALON MARTINA ACHT, OFFENBACH
»During my career as a hairdresser I have already worked with various scissors and razors
from TONDEO. I love the design of my ZENTAO: it has a great quality and is made in
Germany. But the ergonomic shape also has to be right.
Since I own several TONDEO scissors, I can decide individually based on the request of
the customer and their needs. But we are not only impressed by the quality and design of
the products in our salon. We are also very happy with the sales force who always inform
us directly about all the latest news on the market!«
www.martinaacht.de

CONCAVE

CHRISTOPHE MONTEIRO

THE NEW TONDEO CONBLADE CUTTING EDGE
The new, integrated CONBLADE cutting edge is sharpened in a visibly
different way, noticeably more extreme in design and therefore perceptibly
sharper – developed for a beautifully smooth cutting sensation.
Its trademark: The perfect combination of the strikingly convex blade and
extreme hollow grinding gives the scissors exceptional stability,
longevity and sharpness.

SALON OWNER COIFF1RST MARAIS SALON PRIVÉ/FRENCH TOP PLAYER, PARIS
»TONDEO has accompanied me for 10 years. Above all, the scissors are
convincing due to their quality and longevity. The criterion leading to the
decision for my ZENTAO was its unique ergonomics, its modern design and
its precision with every cut. With TONDEO products, I know I will always
get a guaranteed good result thanks to their reliability.«

www.facebook.com/Coiffirst-Paris-le-Marais-Salon-Privé-205062016173706

CONVEX

PASCAL JAHN

ATILLA CAN

BARBER, AACHEN

GERMAN CHAMPION 2017, HAARMANUFAKTUR CAN, BREMEN

»I’m totally inspired by the BARBER’S TOOLBAR. I have worked with
TONDEO tools for a long time, but this approach of developing products
for Barbers together with Barbers convinces me. The concept is well
rounded: it is limited to the essentials and appeals with its elegant,
masculine appearance. The special thing about the EARL is its long, sharp
cutting edge and it lies in the hand very precisely.«

»I already worked with TONDEO during my training in 2006. Since I use
different tools for different styles, I already have a whole collection of
TONDEO scissors, razors as well as electronic items. My favourite scissors
all lay in the hand very well and always have a unique design. That is exactly what
differentiates TONDEO from other brands, it gives me the feeling of being "at home".
For me, TONDEO is a reliable partner who always has the right tool for every
development stage, from a trainee to a top hairdresser.«

»The CONBLADE cutting edge is unlike anything else!«
www.frankenbergerbarberclub.de

TONDEO. YOU FEEL IT.

www.h-manufaktur.de
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THE SHAPE

CLASSIC

CRITERIA FOR GOOD SCISSORS
Serrated cutting edges are particularly suited for trims and new hairdressers, as they minimise the pushing
forward of the hair. Slicing techniques are only possible with polished blades. Due to various sharpening
techniques and cutting edges angles, a sharpness and lifespan is achieved that reaches its optimum in the
premium line with the integrated CONBLADE cutting edge. A good pair of thinning scissors must be able to
be drawn out of the hair when closed and the hair may not be crushed. This is realised perfectly with the tulip
serration of the S and PREMIUM LINE and their larger catch spaces.

There are 3 scissors shapes that are
characterised by different ergonomic
features.

CHIRO

In the Classic shape, the lower and upper
blades are identical. The Chiro shape is
characterised by and optimised blade/shank
proportion with the leverage. In the various
versions of the Offset shape, the angled
handle position or the shortened thumb
blade ensure natural handling and relaxed
operation.

OFFSET

THE CUTTING EDGE

SCHERENBENENNUNG*

Handle ring
Finger ring

Joint
Lower blade

Blade base

Joint base

Shank base

Screw
Blade

Cutting
edge

Finger rest

Pivot area

Spine
Shank

Upper blade

Pivot joint
Stop buffer

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

*Terms as stated in the Trade Standards Committee in the DNA (German Standards Committee)

CONBLADE

7

Slice

Micro

Tulip

THE SCREW SYSTEM
If a screw is loose the scissor blades do not close optimally, which can damage the cutting edge. A screw that is
adjusted too tightly also destroys the cutting blades. The TONDEO screws guarantee optimum scissor tension
even in the A-LINE.

TS screw

Comfort screw integrated
into the design

Basic screw

THE PIVOT POINT
A good pivot point must guarantee that the scissor blades
do not become interlocked. The more accurate a pivot point,
the more stable the cut, the more durable the scissors and
the easier the operation. TONDEO scissors have special pivot
points that increasingly optimise these features.

Scissor dimensions in inches

TONDEO. YOU FEEL IT.
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SHARPENING SERVICE WITH A GUARANTEE
FOR QUALITY
Our professional sharpening service in Solingen brings your
scissors back to their best. If you want to be able to rely on
your TONDEO scissors for a long time to come, make sure
you have them re-sharpened at TONDEO. All scissors are
re-sharpened at our plant in Solingen and original parts are
replaced as required. The necessary work is done by our
trained and qualified specialists – on the same high-precision
equipment with which we produce our new TONDEO scissors.
We test your scissors thoroughly before leaving our factory
(cutting ease, operating quality) – just as carefully as we do
our new scissors.

THE TONDEO SCISSOR CLASSES
The higher the precision of features, the higher the sharpness, the ease of cutting and the
cutting sensation.
A pair of scissors is closed approximately 1,54 million times a year, which means 7.000 openings
every day. The closing force required for a cost-effective pair of scissors is the same as the
force need to move more than two fully-grown blue whales.
The PREMIUM LINE has been developed technically in such a way that the force exerted on
your hand per year has almost been halved.

MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS

TONDEO QUALITY

SCISSORS

All our products have a high quality standard, longevity, sharpness and a unique design.
This standard meets our minimum requirements and is further increased depending on the scissor line.

Scissors should be cleaned every day with an oil cloth. In the case of severe
contamination, rinse the scissors under running water, then rub some scissor
oil into the whole pair of scissors, including the cutting edges. Ideally wet the
pivot point with a drop of scissor oil every day, so that operation and cutting
remain good in the long-term. Keep the scissors safe and avoid loose screws
to prevent from damage to points and cutting edges. Regular re-sharpening
extends the lifespan of the scissors. Always have the scissors re-sharpened by
TONDEO, as only we can bring the original sharpness with the original cutting
edge angles back to the scissors.

RAZORS AND BLADES
Use a new blade for each customer for hygiene reasons.
Rinse the razor itself daily under running water and disinfect it
if necessary.

TONDEO. YOU FEEL IT.

A-LINE

C-LINE

E-LINE

S-LINE

PREMIUM

QUALITY/PRICE/STEEL HARDNESS
SHARPNESS OF THE CUTTING EDGE
SMOOTHNESS OF CUTTING ACTION/DESIGN
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PREMIUM-LINE
FROM MASTERFUL HANDS FOR
MASTER HANDS
Exclusive favourites. Made by master hands for master
hands. High-precision, ergonomic, elegant, they follow
every movement, translating each idea into a perfect
result. Pure sensation, absolute pleasure. Every scissors
is a world of its own.
Feel the difference!

MYTHOS / MYTHOS BLACK /
MYTHOS DAMAST
COUNTESS
ZENTAO / ZENTAO BLACK
PURE INSPIRATION
UNIQUE
ORGANICS
EARL
ELEMENT

PREMIUM-LINE. YOU FEEL IT.
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MYTHOS
THE LEGENDARY ONE
A MYTHOS has to be experienced! Feel, cut, dive into the world of high-precision and
a beautiful cutting feeling. You will realise what perfection is. And everything becomes
possible. Proven quality from the finger rest to the blade tip made of exclusive
vanadium alloy! Super sharp thanks to convex blade, integrated cutting edge and
minimum cutting edge angles. Individually adjustable and almost self-cleaning thanks
to the effective Autocleaner function. That’s the MYTHOS!
Wave: Eroded, concentric tulip teeth on the upper blade.
Black: with noble black, high-gloss and non-allergenic titanium coating.

9001 MYTHOS Offset 5.0
9002 MYTHOS Offset 5.5 CONBLADE
9009 MYTHOS Offset 6.0 CONBLADE

MYTHOS 5.5 and 6.0 with new, integrated CONBLADE cutting edge, sharpened in a visibly differently way, noticeably more extreme in design and
therefore perceptibly sharper - developed for a beautifully smooth
cutting sensation.

PREMIUM-LINE. YOU FEEL IT.
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9015

9006

MYTHOS Offset 5.75 Wave (42)

MYTHOS Offset 5.75 Wave (36)

9007

MYTHOS Black Offset 5.5 CONBLADE

9013

MYTHOS Black Offset 6.0 CONBLADE

9014

MYTHOS Black Offset 5.75 Wave (36)

MYTHOS

ERIC PFALZGRAF
SALON OWNER/FRENCH TOP-PLAYER IN PARIS
»I started out with a pair of TONDEO scissors
and have been using the MYTHOS ever since.«

www.coiff1rst.com

PREMIUM-LINE. YOU FEEL IT.

9001

MYTHOS Offset 5.0

9002

MYTHOS Offset 5.5 CONBLADE

9009

MYTHOS Offset 6.0 CONBLADE

9006

MYTHOS Offset 5.75 Wave (36)

9015

MYTHOS Offset 5.75 Wave (42)

9007

MYTHOS Black Offset 5.5 CONBLADE

9013

MYTHOS Black Offset 6.0 CONBLADE

9014

MYTHOS Black Offset 5.75 Wave (36)

STEEL
Vanadium steel: Long lasting sharpness and longevity
due to scissor alloying with increased vanadium
content. Increased steel resistance to wear due to
sub-zero hardening process.
CUTTING EDGE/BLADE
Perfect cutting and slice properties due to maximum
sharpness and high stability and maximum sharpness.

Convex blade with integrated razor sharp cutting edge and minimum cutting
angle for maximum sharpness and cutting stability.
9007/9013: With Ultra-Slice-DGT cutting edge (Double Grinding Technology)
for sensational sharpness, precise results and dynamic working.
9002/9009/9007/9013: CONBLADE with extreme hollow grounding and
extremely convex blade for maximum cutting sensation.
Thinning scissors: With eroded concentric tulip teeth for dynamic work and
smooth transitions in the longer hair.
SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT
Individually adjustable TS screw (turn-stop) prevents “loose setting”.
Finely polished special pivot point for easy moving action.
SURFACE
High quality hand polished, glossy surface finish.
Black: with nobel black, high-gloss and non-allergenic titanium coating.
SPECIAL FEATURES
Special weight distribution. Star auto-cleaner: Self-cleaning system
in lower blade.
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DAMASCUS STEEL
UNIQUE DESIGN WITH A LONG
TRADITION
TONDEO damascene scissors are real pieces of
art. Famous for their particular sharpness and
extreme longevity, loved for their aesthetics.
Each one is unique with unique texture. Made of
100% stainless Damascus steel in the traditional
Solingen "Large rose decor", which already
adorned the famous Damascus swords in the
17th century. For all who love the beautiful and
the unique.

DOMINIC DANILO AQUARO
DAQUARO BARBERSPOT, DÜSSELDORF
»When I was 14 years old, my then hairdresser
cut my hair using MYTHOS scissors. The design
of these scissors impressed me, even then:
timeless, ergonomic and durable. My personal
favourite, and the tool I use on a daily basis,
is the MYTHOS Damast. I have never before
worked with such a high-quality pair of scissors
and am very happy with them.«

PREMIUM-LINE. YOU FEEL IT.

9012

MYTHOS DAMAST Offset 6.0

9030

SENSATION DAMAST Offset 5.5

MYTHOS DAMAST

SENSATION DAMAST

9012

9030

MYTHOS DAMAST Offset 6.0

SENSATION DAMAST Offset 5.5

STEEL
100% Damascus steel (120 layers rolled, stainless) from the blade
tip to the finger rings.

STEEL
100% Damascus steel (120 layers rolled, stainless) from the
blade tip to the finger rings.

CUTTING EDGE/BLADE
Super sharp Ultra-Slice DGT (Double Grinding Technology) with
convex blade ensures sensational sharpness and cutting stability.

CUTTING EDGE/BLADE
Super sharp Ultra-Slice-DGT cutting edge (Double Grinding
Technology) for sensational sharpness and cutting stability.

SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT
Individually adjustable TS screw (turn-stop) prevents “loose
setting”, finely polished pivot point for easy moving action.

SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT
Individually adjustable TS screw (turn-stop) prevents “loose
setting”, finely polished pivot point for easy moving action.

SPECIAL FEATURES
Unmistakably unique piece: unique look due to the traditional
"Large rose decor", best balance through special weight
distribution.

SPECIAL FEATURES
Unmistakably unique piece: unique look due to the traditional
"Large rose decor", optimum shank-blade ratio.
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COUNTESS
THE ELEGANT ONE
Perfectly matched: Maximum sharpness meets highest sensation. The new integrated CONBLADE
cutting edge provides a sensational cutting sensation thanks to the extremely convex blade with
extremely hollow grinding, which lasts particularly long thanks to the vanadium steel. And also:
hand-friendly ergonomics thanks to the angled thumb ring.

9032

COUNTESS Offset 6.25 CONBLADE

9034

COUNTESS 6.0 Offset Tulip (38)

COUNTESS
9032

COUNTESS Offset 6.25 CONBLADE

9034

COUNTESS Offset 6.0 Tulip (38)

STEEL
Vanadium steel: Long lasting sharpness and longevity due to
scissor alloying with increased vanadium content. Increased
steel resistance to wear due to sub-zero hardening process.
CUTTING EDGE/BLADE
Razor sharp cutting edge with integrated cutting edge and
minimum cutting angle for excellent slice properties maximum
cutting stability.

PREMIUM-LINE. YOU FEEL IT.

ROBIN HUTH
9032: CONBLADE with extreme hollow grounding and extremely
convex blade for maximum cutting sensation.
Thinning scissors: Eroded teeth with integrated cutting edge for
sensational sharpness, precise results and dynamic working.:
SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT
Customisable with adjustable comfort screw.
Finely polished pivot point for easy moving action.
SURFACES
High quality hand polished, glossy surface finish.
SPECIAL FEATURES/USE
Angled thumb ring for high ergonomics.

GLOBAL EDUCATOR AND TOP PLAYER LADIES SEGMENT
» The Countess fits the hand excellently with its
special finger rest and angled thumb ring, which means my
thumb joint doesn’t get tired even after a lot of haircuts.
The new CONBLADE technology makes cutting or slice
cutting feel even smoother, and my cutting results are just
great. These scissors are a must for any collection. «
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ZENTAO
THE EXTRAVAGANT ONE
Purist aesthetics. Inspired by the flowing design of Asian art. Long, slender
body, extravagant, partially satinised design with concealed screw system.
Additional ergonomically shaped finger rings, which support a safe
and pleasant hand position with different techniques. Cutting with a
ZENTAO – a sensual pleasure.

9042

ZENTAO Offset 5.5

9041
9040

ZENTAO Offset 6.0
ZENTAO Offset 6.5

9043
9044
9045

ZENTAO Black Offset 5.5
ZENTAO Black Offset 6.0
ZENTAO Black Offset 6.5

The ZENTAO Black: with nobel black, high-gloss and non-allergenic titanium
coating. Also available toothed on one side as ORGANICS.

JOSEPHINE ACHT
TOP STYLIST
SALON MARTINA ACHT, OFFENBACH
»I love the unusual design of the ZENTAO
scissors withtheir concealed screw.
The special shape makes them a real
eyecatcher. But they rest perfectly in the
hand and, thanks to their size, are a very
effective pair of scissors. They are also very
delicate and thus ideal for transitions and
elaborate techniques.«

www.martinaacht.de

ZENTAO
9042

ZENTAO Offset 5.5

9041

ZENTAO Offset 6.0

9040

ZENTAO Offset 6.5

9043

ZENTAO Black Offset 5.5

9044

ZENTAO Black Offset 6.0

9045

ZENTAO Black Offset 6.5

STEEL
Vanadium steel: Long lasting sharpness and longevity due to
scissor alloying with increased vanadium content. Increased
steel resistance to wear due to sub-zero hardening process.

SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT
Elegant design with concealed adjustable TS screw (turnstop) prevents “loose setting". Finely polished pivot point
for easy moving action.
SURFACES
High-quality surface treatment with hand-polished, shiny
and elaborate satin finish, elegant effects.
Black: with nobel black, high-gloss and non-allergenic
titanium coating.
SPECIAL FEATURES
Elegant design with a specially slim point for very precise
cutting techniques.

CUTTING EDGE/BLADE
Extra-long, slender TONDEO dagger blade with razor-sharp
cutting edge and minimum cutting angle for maximum stability,
secure cutting and perfect slice properties.

PREMIUM-LINE. YOU FEEL IT.
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PURE INSPIRATION
PURE CUTTING PLEASURE
A high degree of ergonomics, design and the highest quality materials – these
are the claims of a PURE INSPIRATION. The goal is ultimate joy when cutting.
It offers maximum sustained sharpness without pushing forward the hair
thanks to the high purity and hardness of the PURE steel.
Pure cutting pleasure!

9506

PURE INSPIRATION Offset 5.75 Tulip (34)

MAIK KAISER
CREATIVE TRAINER, TOP STYLIST & FASHION BLOGGER
»I value the PURE INSPIRATION in particular for its high level of precision and
accuracy. It is ideally suited to compact and straight contours. Its gentle
sharpness slides gently when slice cutting into the hair.
The special feature of these scissors: due to the PURE-steel used, they
remain very sharp for a long time and are very resistant to wear.«
www.kaisers-neue-kleider.com

PURE INSPIRATION
9505

PURE INSPIRATION Offset 5.75

9506

PURE INSPIRATION Offset 5.75 Tulip (34)

STEEL
Extraordinary sharpness and cutting stability thanks to
9% vanadium and the PURE powder steel and PURE
production process.

9505

PREMIUM-LINE. YOU FEEL IT.

PURE INSPIRATION Offset 5.75

CUTTING EDGE/BLADE
Pure cutting and slice pleasure thanks to the razor-sharp
integrated cutting edge with the minimum cutting angle for
maximum sharpness and cutting stability.
Thinning scissors: Eroded teeth with integrated cutting edge for
sensational sharpness, precise results and dynamic working.

SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT
Individually adjustable TS screw (turn-stop) prevents “loose
setting". Finely polished pivot point for easy moving action.
SURFACES
High-quality surface treatment with hand-polished,
shiny and elaborate satin finish, elegant effects.
SPECIAL FEATURES
PURE design - pure ergonomics and top design with wide
contact surfaces on the shank and finger rings offer great
gripping comfort.
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UNIQUE
THE UNMISTAKABLE ONE
Unique scissors are quite simply unique. In its design and execution.
The alignment with unconventional, open finger rings and the extravagant,
forged finger rest are unmistakable. The convex blade and the integrated
cutting edge allow the minimum cutting angle with maximum sharpness
and stability.
For a special cutting sensation!

9024
9025

UNIQUE Offset 5.5
UNIQUE Offset 6.0

UNIQUE
RAPHAËL PERRIER
SALON OWNER/FRENCH TOP-PLAYER IN PARIS
»I like the ergonomics of these scissors and the energy of the blade that
enables me to be creative without compromising on comfort.«
www.raphaelperrier.com

PREMIUM-LINE. YOU FEEL IT.

9024

UNIQUE Offset 5.5

9025

UNIQUE Offset 6.0

STEEL
Vanadium steel: Long lasting sharpness and longevity due to
scissor alloying with increased vanadium content. Increased
steel resistance to wear due to sub-zero hardening process.
CUTTING EDGE/BLADE
Convex blade with integrated razor-sharp cutting edge
and minimum cutting angle for maximum sharpness and
cutting stability.

SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT
Individually adjustable TS screw (turn-stop) prevents “loose
setting". Finely polished pivot point for easy moving action.
SURFACES
High quality hand polished, glossy surface finish.
SPECIAL FEATURES
Open finger rest with unique smooth fins for a particularly
pleasant working. Extremely ergonomic in the grip area:
extreme offset shape for relaxed and natural hand posture.
Stable, pointed blade for the ultimate point and slice results.
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ORGANICS
NATURAL SMOOTH CUT
Following the natural air and work out the customer’s individuality – those who love organic
haircuts, will love these scissors. Developed in cooperation with the famous hairdresser
BrockmannundKnoedler, these wonderfully ergonomic thinning scissors from the ORGANICS
series are available in2 different designs. Especially suitable for a smooth cut in dry hair in line
with the ORGANIC HAIRCUTTING Concept by BUK.

PREMIUM-LINE. YOU FEEL IT.
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Sandrino Donnhauser photography for BrockmannundKnoedler

Sandrino Donnhauser photography for BrockmannundKnoedler

6086

PETRA BROCKMANN & THOMAS BROCKMANN-KNÖDLER
OWNERS AND INNOVATORS OF ORGANIC HAIRCUTTING
» Not all people are the same and neither is hair. The first decision you make as a master of your craft – is a
decision for real natural hair. And also for the only tool that lives up to the demands of this consistent path: the
OrganicS scissors will be your constant, reliable companion in discovering the organic haircut. Build your
foundation with our ORGÆNIC Haircutting Seminars «
(ORGÆNIC Academy, private school for personalized hair craft).

ORGANICHAIRCUTTING® Seminar Programm: www.brockmannundknoedler.de

ORGANICS.ZERO Offset 5.75 Tulip (42)

6083

ORGANICS.LINE.1 Offset 6.5

Long, microfine serrated blade scissors for precise
cutting of base cuts and contours. Also available as
ZENTAO with integrated cutting edge.

ORGANICS

by Brockmann und Knoedler

6086

ORGANICS.ZERO Offset 5.75 Tulip (42)

6046

ORGANICS.1 Offset 5.75 Tulip (32)

6083

ORGANICS.LINE.1 Offset 6.5

STEEL
Vanadium steel: Long lasting sharpness and longevity due to
scissor alloying with increased vanadium content. Increased
steel resistance to wear due to sub-zero hardening process.

6046

PREMIUM-LINE. YOU FEEL IT.

ORGANICS.1 Offset 5.75 Tulip (32)

CUTTING EDGE/BLADE
Thinning scissors: Eroded teeth with Ultra-Slice-DGT cutting
edge (Double Grinding Technology) for sensational sharpness,
precise results and dynamic working.
6083: Long, microfine hair scissors for precise cutting of base
cuts and contours.

SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT
Individually adjustable TS screw (turn-stop) prevents “loose
setting". Finely polished pivot point for easy moving action.
6083: Concealed individually adjustable TS screw (turn-stop).
SURFACES
High quality hand polished, glossy surface finish.
SPECIAL FEATURES
Thinning scissors for an organic haircut in three different
versions allow the hair to fall naturally:
6086: 42 teeth for fine hair.
6046: 32 teeth for normal hair.
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EARL

ELEMENT

EXTREME SHARPNESS MEETS EXTREME PRECISION

THE PERFECT SHAPE

The unusual appearance with curved blade and angled thumb ring make the EARL an extraordinary pair of scissors from the BARBER'S TOOLBAR. The cutting edge of this scissors
is absolutely newly co-developed by barbers: The EARL is the scissors to use for a perfect
masculine cut.

The ELEMENT impresses with its slim silhouette, combined with the distinctive shank and the
wonderfully unconventional finger ring shape. It lies in your hand perfectly and allows for
extremely short movements thanks to the particularly ergonomic offset shape. The strongly
shaped lower blade allows a sliding, elegant swing.

FADE-BLADE

9401
9402

9403

ELEMENT Offset 5.5

9054

ELEMENT Offset 5.75 Tulip (39)

EARL Offset 6.25
EARL Offset 7.0

EARL Offset 6.0 Tulip (38)

EARL
9401

EARL Offset 6.25

9402

EARL Offset 7.0

9403

EARL Offset 6.0 Tulip (38)

STEEL
Vanadium steel: Long lasting sharpness and longevity due to
scissor alloying with increased vanadium content. Increased
steel resistance to wear due to sub-zero hardening process.
CUTTING EDGE/BLADE
FADE-BLADE ensures the most precise transitional cutting
without pushing the hair forward, with its elaborate nanoserration at the tip. Razor sharp cutting edge with integrated
cutting edge and minimum cutting angle for excellent slice

PREMIUM-LINE. YOU FEEL IT.

9052

ELEMENT
properties and maximum cutting stability.
9401 / 9402: CONBLADE with extreme hollow grounding and
extremely convex blade for maximum cutting sensation.
Thinning scissors: Eroded teeth with integrated cutting edge for
sensational sharpness, precise results and dynamic working.
SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT
Customisable with adjustable comfort screw.
Finely polished pivot point for easy moving action.
SURFACES
High quality hand polished, glossy surface finish.
SPECIAL FEATURES
Angled thumb ring for high ergonomics. 7 inch scissors for men's
cuts over the comb, point cuts, as well as slicing in long hair.

9052

ELEMENT Offset 5.5

9054

ELEMENT Offset 5.75 Tulip (39)

STEEL
Vanadium steel: Long lasting sharpness and longevity due to
scissor alloying with increased vanadium content. Increased
steel resistance to wear due to sub-zero hardening process.
CUTTING EDGE/BLADE
9052: Long, convex blade with integrated razor sharp cutting
edge and minimum cutting angle for maximum sharpness and
cutting stability.

Thinning scissors: Curved, eroded Tulip teeth and
micro-fine serration on the teeth for smooth thinning.
SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT
Customisable with adjustable TS screw (turn-stop).
Finely polished pivot point for easy moving action.
SURFACES
High quality hand polished, glossy surface finish.
SPECIAL FEATURES
Organically shaped scissors with an extreme offset shape
for maximum ergonomics.
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S-LINE
UNIQUE PASSION
In a class of its own. Inspiring, full of energy, precision,
passion. Created for people with a sense for aesthetics and
individuality, with a feeling for the special things in life and
a passion for their job. For all who are aware of their value.
Feel the difference!

SUPRA
VICTORY

S-LINE. YOU FEEL IT.
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SUPRA
THE ELEGANT CLASSIC
Fine, precise cuts, smooth contours. It’s a breeze for the harmonic TONDEO
SUPRA. It allows particularly good access to hair with its filigree, convex blade
and the fine shank. The visual highlight and also the successful contrast of this
brilliant appearance: Finger rest and screw with a noble black.

8544B SUPRA Offset 5.75 Tulip (34) Black

8573B SUPRA Offset 5.0 Black

8555B SUPRA Classic 5.0 Black
8556B SUPRA Classic 5.5 Black
8557B SUPRA Classic 6.0 Black

8576B SUPRA Offset 5.5 Black
8577B SUPRA Offset 6.0 Black

SUPRA
RALF & BIRGIT NUSSKERN
SALON OWNERS, NUSSKERN-FRISEURE, DANNSTADT
HE IS GERMAN CHAMPION, EUROPEAN CUP WINNER AND
VICE WORLD-CHAMPION.
»We, Ralf and Birgit Nusskern have been cutting hair for 30 and 20 years
respectively, using SUPRA scissors. The SUPRA Tulip is ideal for removing
large volumes at speed. It ensures a very smooth process
and very rational operation. And is great fun to use.«
www.nusskern-friseure.de

S-LINE. YOU FEEL IT.

8576

SUPRA Offset 5.5 Black

8577

SUPRA Offset 6.0 Black

8544

SUPRA Offset 5.75 Tulip (34) Black

8555

SUPRA Classic 5.0 Black

8556

SUPRA Classic 5.5 Black

8557

SUPRA Classic 6.0 Black

STEEL
Vanadium steel: Long lasting sharpness and longevity due to
scissor alloying with increased vanadium content. Increased
steel resistance to wear due to sub-zero hardening process.

Thinning scissor: with lasered tulip teeth for precise results and
dynamic working.
SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT
Customisable with adjustable comfort screw.
Polished pivot point for extremely smooth cutting action.
SURFACES
High quality hand polished, glossy surface finish.
SPECIAL FEATURES
Narrow blade for a fine, precise cut as well as good access
to the hair.

CUTTING EDGE/BLADE
Convex blade with integrated razor-sharp cutting edge and
minimum cutting angle for extreme sharpness and cutting
stability.
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SUPRA CONBLADE

SUPRA FASSON
THE VERSATILE ONE
Stylish undercuts, trendy Fasson hairstyles – this is where the SUPRA FASSON
is perfect to use. Nothing seems impossible for this scissors. Even the most
daring cuts are realised with ease. Distinct tulip teeth for dynamic working.
Wonderfully balanced due to its classic shape with two short finger rests.
Ergonomic hand position for every technique – also for left-handed users.
In short: The SUPRA FASSON is quite simply essential in every salon.

8576CB SUPRA Offset 5.5 Conblade

MARCO OVERRATH
8564
8591

SALONINHABER IMAGE HAIR GROUP, DÜSSELDORF
The new, integrated CONBLADE cutting
edge is sharpened in a visibly differently
way, noticeably more extreme in design
and therefore perceptibly sharper developed for a beautifully smooth
cutting sensation.

» The Supra scissors have always impressed me with
their simple design and tapered form. With the new
CONBLADE technology, they are super smooth to cut
with. They’re just awesome! «
www.imagehairgroup.de

SUPRA CONBLADE
8576CB

SUPRA Offset 5.5 Conblade

STEEL
Vanadium steel: Long lasting sharpness and longevity due to
scissor alloying with increased vanadium content. Increased
steel resistance to wear due to sub-zero hardening process.
CUTTING EDGE/BLADE
Razor sharp cutting edge with integrated cutting edge and
minimum cutting angle for excellent slice properties maximum
cutting stability. CONBLADE with extreme hollow grounding
and extremely convex blade for maximum cutting sensation.

S-LINE. YOU FEEL IT.

SUPRA FASSON Classic 6.0 Tulip (42) Black
SUPRA FASSON Classic 6.5 Tulip (50) Black

SUPRA FASSON
SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT
Customisable with adjustable comfort screw.
Polished pivot point for extremely smooth cutting action.
SURFACES
High quality hand polished, glossy surface finish.
SPECIAL FEATURES
Narrow blade for a fine, precise cut as well as good access
to the hair.
.

8564

SUPRA FASSON Classic 6.0 Tulip (42)

STEEL
Vanadium steel: Long lasting sharpness and longevity due to
scissor alloying with increased vanadium content. Increased
steel resistance to wear due to sub-zero hardening process.
CUTTING EDGE/BLADE
Lasered Tulip teeth on the lower blade with consistently large
catch spaces for uncut hair for dynamic working and precise results. Curved razor-sharp integrated cutting edge with the minimum cutting angle for extreme sharpness and cutting stability.

SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT
Customisable with adjustable comfort screw.
Polished pivot point for extremely smooth cutting action.
SURFACES
High quality hand polished, glossy surface finish.
SPECIAL FEATURES
Classic shape with 2 short finger rests for working in any hand
position. Turn the scissors for Fasson cuts and undercuts with
particularly smooth transitions (also suitable for left-handed
users).
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SUPRA TEXTURA

SUPRA DOPPELEFFI

ARTFUL TEXTURING

CONVINCINGLY DOUBLE

Modern, efficient texturing made easy. Complete haircuts are easy to
achieve thanks to extra large catch spaces and supporting guide teeth
of the SUPRA TEXTURA. The two shortened finger rests of the classic
shape make it possible in any hand position, also for left-handed users.

Clear the stage for the space miracle: With their double-sided teeth, the catch
space is doubled and offers so much space for uncut hair. This makes the
SUPRA DOPPELEFFI ideal for dynamic work, faster thinning of long hair and
efficient wig cutting.

8563B SUPRA DOPPELEFFI Classic 6.0 Wave (2x32) Black

8562B SUPRA TEXTURA Classic Tulip (15) Black

JEROEN STIENS
SALON OWNER AND TRAINER, BRUSSELS
»I like the ergonomics and sharpness of the SUPRA DOPPELEFFI. Its teeth are perfect
for texturing and conjure up extra volume for every haircut. Simply brilliant!«
www.jeroenstiens.be

SUPRA DOPPELEFFI

SUPRA TEXTURA
8562B SUPRA TEXTURA Classic Tulip (15) Black
STEEL
Vanadium steel: Long lasting sharpness and longevity due to
scissor alloying with increased vanadium content. Increased
steel resistance to wear due to sub-zero hardening process.
CUTTING EDGE/BLADE
Especially smooth, dynamic texturing thanks to extra large catch
spaces and 15 tulip notch teeth, each with a supporting guide
tooth.

S-LINE. YOU FEEL IT.

SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT
Customisable with adjustable comfort screw.
Polished pivot point for extremely smooth cutting action.
SURFACES
High quality hand polished, glossy surface finish.
SPECIAL FEATURES
Elegant texturising with the TONDEOstructure cutting edge for
particularly efficient thinning and texturing.
Classic shape with 2 short finger rests for working in any hand
position (also suitable for left-handed users).

8563B SUPRA DOPPELEFFI Classic 6.0 Wave (2x32) Black
STEEL
Vanadium steel: Long lasting sharpness and longevity due to
scissor alloying with increased vanadium content. Increased
steel resistance to wear due to sub-zero hardening process.
CUTTING EDGE/BLADE
Concentrically lasered wave teeth (one side with prisms and an
integrated cutting edge on the other side) for extreme sharpness and lasered concentric tulip teeth. Teeth for dynamic work
and smooth transitions in the longer hair.

SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT
Customisable with adjustable comfort screw.
Polished pivot point for extremely smooth cutting action.
SURFACES
High quality hand polished, glossy surface finish.
SPECIAL FEATURES
Elegant classic with double-sided teeth to double the catch
spaces for uncut hair and for dynamic working (resembling
thinning as in #8558).
Classic shape with 2 short finger rests for working in any hand
position (also suitable for left-handed users).
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VICTORY
THE WINNER
The VICTORY wins with its clear curved lines.
Uninterrupted thanks to the concealed screw
system. Fits in your hand like a glove due to
its consistent offset shape. Also a real gem
in black.

8552

VICTORY Offset 5.5

8549

VICTORY Black Offset 5.5

VICTORY
8552

VICTORY Offset 5.5

8549

VICTORY Black Offset 5.5

STEEL
Vanadium steel: Long lasting sharpness and longevity due to
scissor alloying with increased vanadium content. Increased
steel resistance to wear due to sub-zero hardening process.
CUTTING EDGE/BLADE
Slim and very sharp Ultra-Slice DGT (Double Grinding
Technology) for maximum sharpness and cutting stability.

S-LINE. YOU FEEL IT.

SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT
Concealed screw system for unobstructed working.
Polished pivot point for extremely smooth cutting action.
SURFACES
High quality hand polished, glossy surface finish.
Black: with black, high-gloss and non-allergenic
titanium coating.
SPECIAL FEATURES
Consistent offset shape for more ergonomics.
Compact scissor body with dagger blade for maximum stability,
safe cutting and working comfort with thicker hair.
Very slim tip for accurate cutting and good access to the hair.
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E-LINE
AN ALL-ROUNDER FOR ALL-ROUNDERS
Our all-rounders. Durable, sensitive, and experience
with every cut, and with the maximum precision in
every cutting technique. The range for creative minds
who know what they want and want to show what
they can do.
Feel the difference!

OREA
OPUS
ATELIER

E-LINE. YOU FEEL IT.
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OREA
THE RELIABLE ONE
A design to enjoy. With a sense of function and a unique appearance.
The pronounced offset shape and the angled thumb ring facilitates wonderfully relaxed work.The stable dagger blade ensures exact cutting results. Designed for hairdressers who have high standards and want to be able to fully
rely on their scissors.

8032ED		 OREA Offset 5.5 SILVER
8033ED		 OREA Offset 6.0 SILVER

OREA Silver with angled thumb ring.

8034ED

OREA Offset 5.75 (35) SILVER

OREA
8032ED OREA Offset 5.5 SILVER
8033ED OREA Offset 6.0 SILVER
8034ED OREA Offset 5.75 (35) SILVER
STEEL
Nickel non-alloy, hardened and stainless chromium steel
in accordance with the “Solinger Special melted mass”.
CUTTING EDGE/BLADE
Super slice cutting edge suitable for all cutting
techniques. Thinning scissors: Teeth with micro-fine
serration for particularly smooth cutting.

E-LINE. YOU FEEL IT.

SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT
Customisable with adjustable comfort screw. Polished pivot point for
smooth cutting action.
SURFACES
High quality hand polished, glossy surface finish.
SPECIAL FEATURES/USE
Pronounced offset shape and guiding grooves for comfortable work.
Angled thumb ring for maximum ergonomics. Stable dagger blade for
maximum stability and working comfort with thicker hair.
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OPUS

ATELIER

UNIVERSAL USE

TIMELESSLY SIMPLE

Makes a good visual impression and can be used for every technique.
The long, stable blade with super slice cutting and the ergonomic grip
area with forged finger rest leave nothing to be desired. An absolute
eye-catcher: A contour-polished, high-gloss surface with a partial
satin finish.

Always on point, always precise. The fine, precise ATELIER
is an all-rounder for the discerning hairdresser. Nice and
discreet – the golden extras. Simply a great pair of scissors.
Whether in the classic shape or offset shape.

8081
8082

OPUS Offset 5.5
OPUS Offset 6.0

8084

OPUS Offset 5.75 (35)

8052
8053

ATELIER Classic 5.5
ATELIER Classic 6.0

8055

ATELIER Classic 6.25 (45)

CHARLEEN BREDTMANN
TRAINEE AT BREDTMANN SPIRIT OF HAIR, WUPPERTAL
»My OPUS was my first pair of scissors, the ones I learnt to cut properly with. And although I used to
frequently cut mannequin heads at Meininghaus, I have still not yet needed to have them re-sharpened.
Now they are one year old. The way in which they are ground means that hair is not pushed away and
can be cut very easily. I am very happy with them and they are still my favourite pair of scissors.«
www.bredtmann.de

ATELIER

OPUS
8081

OPUS Offset 5.5

8082

OPUS Offset 6.0

8084

OPUS Offset 5.75 (35)

STEEL
Chromium molybdenum steel: Sharpness and longevity due to
alloying with increased chromium molybdenum content.
CUTTING EDGE/BLADE
Super slice cutting edge with convex blade suitable for all
cutting techniques.
Thinning scissors: Teeth with prism for optimum cutting quality.

E-LINE. YOU FEEL IT.

SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT
Customisable with adjustable comfort screw.
Polished pivot point for smooth cutting action.
SURFACES
High-quality surface treatment with polished, shiny and satin
finish, elegant effects.
SPECIAL FEATURES/USE
Design scissors with a long, narrow cutting edge for precise work
and good access to the hair.

8052

ATELIER Classic 5.5

8053

ATELIER Classic 6.0

8055

ATELIER Classic 6.25 (45)

STEEL
Nickel non-alloy, hardened and stainless chromium steel in
accordance with the “Solinger Special melted mass“.
CUTTING EDGE/BLADE
Super slice cutting edge suitable for all cutting techniques.
Thinning scissors: Teeth with prism for optimum cutting quality.

SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT
Customisable with adjustable comfort screw.
Polished pivot point for smooth cutting action.
SURFACES
High quality hand polished, glossy surface finish.
SPECIAL FEATURES/USE
Very fine, elegant scissors for precise work with good access
to the hair.
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C-LINE
MUCH LOVED – MUCH PRAISED
Faithful companion. Like an extension of the hand.
They perform every cut precisely, reliably and durably
as well as mastering every trend and every style.
Feel the difference!

BUTLER
CENTURY
TCHIRO
VEGAS

C-LINE. YOU FEEL IT.
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BUTLER

TCHIRO

CONVINCING UNIVERSAL TALENT

PERFECTLY PROPORTIONED

Those who swear by classics will love the new BUTLER: The classic design is matched with the latest scissors
technology. The 6.5 inch hair scissors are perfect for fine contours due to its pointed shape, while the 6.25 inch
thinning scissors BUTLER CLASSIC is the perfect choice for classic men's haircut techniques.

This shape has it all. Well proportioned, economical, powerful. The tip for the
ergonomic hairdresser. Nothing is left to be desired with these flat, singlesided micro-fine serrated cutting edges for maximum grip and extreme cutting
precision. Must have! Especially for thick, firm hair.

The BUTLER impresses due to its particularly smooth cut and is excellent for the
classic men's haircut and in the everyday life of the barber.

7606

7607

BUTLER Classic 6.5
7601
7602

TCHIRO Micro 125
TCHIRO Micro 145

7604

TCHIRO 160 (37)

BUTLER Classic 6.25 (46)

MARKUS SALM
SALON OWNER, MEN’S HAIRDRESSER AND
GLOBAL BRAND AMBASSADOR FOR SYSTEMPROFESSIONAL MAN
»With it’s classical shape, the BUTLER reminds me of the good old times of the men’s cuts.
The latest technology for precise cutting. BUTLER is the men's scissors for me.«
www.friseure-salm.de

TCHIRO

BUTLER

7601

TCHIRO Micro 125

7606

BUTLER Classic 6.5

SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT

7602

TCHIRO Micro 145

7607

Butler Classic 6.25 (46)

Customisable with adjustable comfort screw.
Polished pivot joint for a smooth cutting cut

7604

TCHIRO 160 (37)

SURFACES
Polished, glossy surface finish.

STEEL
Nickel non-alloy, hardened and stainless chromium steel in
accordance with the “Solinger Special melted mass”.

STEEL
Nickel non-alloy, hardened and stainless chromium steel in
accordance with the “Solinger Special melted mass“.
CUTTING EDGE/BLADE
Polished slice cutting edge suitable for all cutting techniques.
Optimal blade to cutting edge ratio.
Thinning scissors: Teeth with prism for optimum cutting quality.

C-LINE. YOU FEEL IT.

SPECIAL FEATURES/USE
Scissor classics with the latest technology for men's haircuts
and the everyday life of the barber. The tip shape is particularly
suitable for fine contours.

CUTTING EDGE/BLADE
Single-sided micro-fine serration for maximum cutting precision
without pushing the hair forward.
Thinning scissors: Teeth with prism for optimum cutting quality.

SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT
Customisable with adjustable basic screw.
Polished pivot joint for a smooth cutting cut
SURFACES
Silky satin surface finish.
SPECIAL FEATURES/USE
Classic scissors with short cutting edge and long handle for low
exertion while cutting. Pointed, slim scissors for optimal access
to the hair and precise contouring – ideal for beards.
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CENTURY
TALENT OF THE CENTURY
Times and trends come and go, the CENTURY remains. Whether as a slice,
micro or thinning scissors. Its slim, clear shape is appealing not just for design
purists, whether classic and offset. A pair of scissors that is always in the
right place.

7522
7523
7524

CENTURY Micro Classic 5.5
CENTURY Micro Classic 6.0
CENTURY Micro Classic 6.5

7535

CENTURY Slice Offset 5.5

7511

CENTURY Micro Offset 5.5

7513

CENTURY Offset 5.75 (36)

CENTURY
7532
7533

7527
1301

C-LINE. YOU FEEL IT.

CENTURY Slice Classic 5.5
CENTURY Slice Classic 6.0		

CENTURY Classic 5.75 (36)
CENTURY Classic 6.25 (44)

7535

CENTURY Slice Offset 5.5

7511

CENTURY Micro Offset 5.5

7513

CENTURY Offset 5.75 (36)

7522

CENTURY Micro Classic 5.5

7523

CENTURY Micro Classic 6.0

7524

CENTURY Micro Classic 6.5

7532

CENTURY Slice Classic 5.5

7533

CENTURY Slice Classic 6.0

7527

CENTURY Classic 5.75 (36)

1301

CENTURY Classic 6.25 (44)

STEEL
Nickel non-alloy, hardened and stainless chromium steel in
accordance with the “Solinger Special melted mass”.

CUTTING EDGE/BLADE
CENTURY Slice: Polished slice cutting edge suitable for all
cutting techniques.
CENTURY Micro: Double-sided micro-fine serration for
maximum cutting precision without pushing the hair forward.
Thinning scissors: Teeth with prism for optimum cutting quality.
SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT
Customisable with adjustable basic screw. Polished pivot joint
for a smooth cut.
SURFACES
CENTURY Slice: Polished, glossy surface finish.
CENTURY Micro: Satin surface finish.
SPECIAL FEATURES/USE
Wide range of slim, light scissors for a variety of techniques in
women's and men's hairdressing: e.g. over the comb cutting.
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VEGAS
THE CONVINCING ONE
Shining appearance. The technical sophistication is convincing. The hand-polished,
comfortable VEGAS tempts almost everyone. Especially hairdressers with quality standards
who value stability.

7587
7588
7514

VEGAS Offset 5.0
VEGAS Offset 5.5
VEGAS Offset 6.0

7589
7515

VEGAS Offset 5.5 (33)
VEGAS Offset 5.75 (40)

VEGAS
7594

VEGAS Classic 5.5

7594

VEGAS Classic 5.5

7595

VEGAS Classic 5.5 (33)

7587

VEGAS Offset 5.0

7588

VEGAS Offset 5.5

7514

VEGAS Offset 6.0

7589

VEGAS Offset 5.5 (33)

7515

VEGAS Offset 5.75 (40)

STEEL
Nickel non-alloy, hardened and stainless chromium steel in
accordance with the “Solinger Special melted mass”.
7595

C-LINE. YOU FEEL IT.

CUTTING EDGE/BLADE
Polished slice cutting edge suitable for all cutting techniques.
Thinning scissors: Teeth with prism for optimum cutting quality.
SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT
Customisable with adjustable comfort screw.
Polished pivot joint for a smooth cutting cut.
SURFACES
Polished, glossy surface finish.
SPECIAL FEATURES
Stable scissors with wide cutting edge for high stability and
working comfort even for thick hair.

VEGAS Classic 5.5 (33)
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A-LINE
CONVINCING, RIGHT FROM THE START
First love. A real friend. Deepen skills, develop your
own trademark. Balanced and reliable scissors that
understand their trade and can do everything.
Feel the difference!

SPOTS
SPIDER

A-LINE. YOU FEEL IT.
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SPOTS
THE STARTER
Spot on! A beginners model, which is absolutely great in price and
performance. From a classic to offset shape, from micro-fine serration
to polished cutting edges. Powerful, compact, ready to use. And
absolutely reliable. Go with its owner through thick and thin.

7017

SPOTS Micro Classic 5.5

7019

SPOTS Slice Classic 5.5

7022

SPOTS Classic 5.5 (33)

7018
7020
7021
7014

SPOTS Micro Offset 5.5
SPOTS Slice Offset 5.0
SPOTS Slice Offset 5.5
SPOTS Slice Offset 6.0

7023

SPOTS Offset 5.5 (33)

SPOTS
7017

SPOTS Micro Classic 5.5

7019

SPOTS Slice Classic 5.5

7022

SPOTS Classic 5.5 (33)

7018

SPOTS Micro Offset 5.5

7020

SPOTS Slice Offset 5.0

7021

SPOTS Slice Offset 5.5

7014

SPOTS Slice Offset 6.0

7023

SPOTS Offset 5.5 (33)

STEEL
Nickel non-alloy, hardened and

A-LINE. YOU FEEL IT.

stainless chromium steel in accordance with the
“Solinger Special melted mass”.
CUTTING EDGE/BLADE
SPOTS Slice: Polished super slice cutting edge suitable for all cutting techniques.
SPOTS Micro: Single-serrated cutting edge for exact cutting without pushing forward the hair.
Thinning scissors: Teeth with prism for optimum cutting quality.
SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT
Customisable with adjustable basic screw. Polished pivot joint for a smooth cutting cut.
SURFACES
Polished, glossy surface finish.
SPECIAL FEATURES/USE
Stable scissors with wide cutting edge for high stability and working comfort even for thick hair.
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SPIDER
SIMPLY FALL IN LOVE
The SPIDER is fresh, versatile and wins for all cutting techniques. With
reliability and precision. With shape and function in the offset or classic
shape. Creative playfulness right from the start.
A scissors with "best friend potential".

7157

SPIDER Shine Classic 5.5 Black

7158

SPIDER Shine Classic 5.25 (33) Black

SPIDER

7155

SPIDER Shine Offset 5.5 Black

7157

SPIDER SHINE Classic 5.5 Black

7158

SPIDER SHINE Classic 5.25 (33) Black

7155

SPIDER SHINE Offset 5.5 Black

7156

SPIDER SHINE Offset 5.25 (33) Black)

STEEL
Nickel non-alloy, hardened and stainless chromium steel in
accordance with the “Solinger Special melted mass“.

SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT
Customisable with adjustable basic screw.
Polished pivot joint for a smooth cutting cut.
SURFACES
Polished, glossy surface finish.
SPECIAL FEATURES
Screw with fashionable jewellery top.

CUTTING EDGE/BLADE
Polished standard slice cutting edge suitable for all cutting
techniques.
Thinning scissors: Teeth with prism for optimum cutting quality.
7156

A-LINE. YOU FEEL IT.

SPIDER Shine Offset 5.25 (33) Black
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LEFT
SIMPLY TO SUCCESS.
March to a different drummer. Go your own way. Our LEFT
range makes it possible. Carefully designed with the needs
of left-handed users in mind. Finely tuned handles, angles
and fingers rings follow the hand ergonomics and allow
comfortable work with an ideal view of the cutting line.
Noticeable, visible, incredibly good.
Feel the difference!

SUPRA TS LEFT
SPIDER LEFT
SPIDER LEFT SET

LEFT. YOU FEEL IT.
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8560

SUPRA TS Offset 5.5 Left

8561

SUPRA TS Offset 5.75 Tulip (35) Left

SPECIALLY FOR LEFT HANDED USERS

SUPRA TS LEFT
SIMPLY A STRONG APPEARANCE
Top class for demanding left-handed users. Full
of strength and energy. Sharpness and stability
are elegantly combined.
The sturdy dagger blade ensures maximum
cutting control when slicing and thanks to
its sharpness and low pushing of hair, it cuts
easily even in thick hair. Together with the
matching thinning scissors, it forms the perfect
pair of scissors for a demanding left-handed
hairdresser.

SUPRA TS LEFT
8560

SUPRA TS Offset 5.5 Left

8561

SUPRA TS Offset 5.75 Tulip (35) Left

STEEL
Vanadium steel: Long lasting sharpness and longevity
due to scissor alloying with increased vanadium content.
Increased steel resistance to wear due to sub-zero
hardening process.
CUTTING EDGE/BLADE
Very sharp Ultra-Slice-DGT cutting edge (Double Grinding
Technology) with dagger blade for maximum sharpness and
cutting stability.
8561: Thinning scissors with lasered tulip teeth for precise
results and dynamic working.

LEFT. YOU FEEL IT.

SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT
Individually adjustable TS screw (turn-stop) prevents “loose
setting". Polished pivot point for smooth cutting action.
SURFACES
High quality hand polished, glossy surface finish.
SPECIAL FEATURES/USE
Stable scissors with wide dagger blade for high stability
and cutting control during slicing and comfortable cutting
of thick hair.
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SPIDER LEFT SET

IN LOVE WITH LEFT

A GREAT TEAM WITH THE LEFT

The SPIDER is fresh, versatile and wins for all cutting techniques, even with the left hand. With reliability and
precision. With shape and function in the offset or classic shape. Creative playfulness right from the start.
A scissors with "best friend potential".

Everything creative that left-handed hairdressers need. Combined in cool SPIDER LEFT SET in classic
or offset shape, consisting of scissors, knife and BODYGUARD bag. The icing on the cake: The fashionable
jewellery top in black.

SPECIALLY
SPEZIELL
FOR
FÜR
LEFT
LINKSHÄNDER
HANDED USERS

SPIDER LEFT SET

SPIDER LEFT

7166

SPIDER LEFT Classic 5.5 Black

7167

SPIDER LEFT Classic 5.25 (33) Black

SPIDER LEFT Offset 5.5 Black

SPIDER LEFT Offset 5.25 (33) Black

LEFT
7166

SPIDER LEFT Classic 5.5 Black

7167

SPIDER LEFT Classic 5.25 (33) Black

7164

SPIDER LEFT Offset 5.5 Black

7165

SPIDER LEFT Offset 5.25 (33) Black

STEEL
Nickel non-alloy, hardened and stainless chromium steel in accordance
with the “Solinger Special melted mass”.
CUTTING EDGE/BLADE
Polished super slice cutting edge suitable for all cutting techniques.
Thinning scissors: Teeth with prism for optimum cutting quality.

A-LINE. YOU FEEL IT.

7164

SPIDER LEFT Offset 5.5 Black

7165

SPIDER LEFT Offset 5.25 (33) Black

SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT
Customisable with adjustable basic screw.
Polished pivot joint for a smooth cutting cut.

COMFORT cut razor

10 blades COMFORT cut + attachment comb

Tool bag BODYGUARD

SURFACES
Polished, glossy surface finish.
SPECIAL FEATURES
Screw with fashionable jewellery top.

SPIDER LEFT SET
5847

SPIDER LEFT Offset 5.5 Black Set

5848

SPIDER LEFT Classic 5.5 Black Set
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A-LINE SETS
ADVANTAGEOUS
TONDEO scissors in the best quality With lots of
attractive extras and tools, such as blades, razors or
bags. Our top offers for people who are cost-conscious
but do not want to compromise on quality.
It's worth its while!

SPIDER SHINE SET
SPOTS SET

A-LINE SETS. YOU FEEL IT.
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SPOTS SET

A GREAT TEAM

GOOD FOR A START

Everything creative that hairdressers need. Combined in cool SPIDER SHINE SET in classic or
offset shape, consisting of scissors, knife and BODYGUARD bag. The icing on the cake:
The fashionable jewellery top in black.
Also available as a left-handed set (see page 85).

Best quality, right from the start. With micro-fine serrated cutting edge for exact cutting
without pushing forward the hair. The best feature: You get a great discount as well as razors
and blades for free! Available in the classic and offset shape.

SPIDER SHINE SET

SPOTS SET

SPIDER SHINE SET

SPIDER Shine Black Offset 5.5

SPOTS Micro Classic 5.5

SPIDER Shine Black Offset 5.25 (33)

SPOTS Classic 5.5 (33)

COMFORT cut razor

10 blades COMFORT cut + attachment comb

Tool bag BODYGUARD

COMFORT cut razor

SPIDER SHINE SET

SPOTS SET

5845

SPIDER Shine Offset 5.5 Black Set

5701

SPOTS Micro Offset 5.5 Set

5846

SPIDER Shine Classic 5.5 Black Set

5702

SPOTS Classic 5.5 (33) Set

A-LINE SETS. YOU FEEL IT.

10 blades COMFORT cut + attachment comb
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M-LINE
SHARP PLEASURE
Razors and blades with character. Proven, popular,
and made of the best materials. Full of precision with
intelligent functional and safety details. For every
technique, every hand and every type of person.
Whether for shaving, contours or creative effects.
Feel the difference!

SIFTER
TM
KINGSGUARD
COMFORT CUT
BLAZOR
BLADES

M-LINE. YOU FEEL IT.
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SIFTER

TM

TRADITIONAL

TRIED AND TESTED

Fine all-rounder for every requirement. Smooth, safe working with the long
blade. Made possible by vibration-free blade inserts and a classic blade shell
made of stainless steel. Equipped like a SIFTER Ergo with an ergonomic, light
blade handle for an even more intense grip.

The classic. Striking, popular and with a perfectly balanced
centre of gravity. Shaving and cutting are particularly easy with
the TM. Well thought through: the blade corners are protected
on both sides for added safety.

1124

SIFTER Classic

1110

TM Razor

MICHAEL TOMAN
TOMAN’S BARBIERE & FRISEURE, MUNICH
GERMAN CHAMPION IN MEN’S STYLES IN 2015
»The TM Black rests well in the hand because it has the ideal centre of gravity.
It is perfectly suited to shaving and cutting contours.«
www.tomans.de
1116

SIFTER Ergo

SIFTER
1124

SIFTER Classic Set incl. 10 blades TSS3

1116

SIFTER Ergo Set incl. 10 blades TSS3

FEATURES
1124 classic stainless steel exterior, 1116 ergonomic shaped
plastic exterior, removable attachment comb to minimize the
risk of injury.

M-LINE. YOU FEEL IT.

RAZOR TM
AREAS OF APPLICATION
Ideal for haircuts and shaving.
MATCHING BLADES
1040 TSS3 blades (10 pieces), half (10x2 pieces), 62 mm and
1020 TSS blades (10 pieces), half (10x2 pieces), 40 mm

1110

Razor TM Set incl. 10 blades TCR

FEATURES
Easy control and greater safety due to protected blade corners
on both sides. Solid metal blade holder with plastic exterior.

AREAS OF APPLICATION
Ideal for shaving and contours.
MATCHING BLADES
1020 TSS blades (10 pieces), half (10x2 pieces), 40 mm
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KINGSGUARD

COMFORT CUT

THE RAZOR FOR SHAVING AND CONTOURS

THE COMFORTABLE ONE

With a classical barber look, the KINGSGUARD shows its class. Specifically matched to the needs of barbers,
the razor allows shaving across the entire length of the blade. A corner protection was deliberately omitted,
so that the tip of the blade can be used for the finest contours. The KINGSGUARD also perfectly fulfils what
Barber want in terms of size, weight and balance.

Clever, simple, handy. Impressively safe razor control as a result
of the ideal blade length. Thrillingly fast and safe blade change
with the COMFORT blade system. Comfortable: The ergonomically
designed handle.

1191

KINGSGUARD

1112

COMFORT CUT

SHESHER EMMANUEL SANWOGOU
BARBER, LORD OF THE BLADES, WUPPERTAL
»The KINGSGUARD is perfectly positioned on the skin at an
optimal 30% angle due to its rounded and heavy top shape, so
that it gently cuts beards without much pressure. For me, it is the
perfect razor for everyday use.«
www.facebook.com/shesherbarbershop

COMFORT CUT

RAZOR KINGSGUARD
1191

KINGSGUARD set incl. 10 TCR

FEATURES
Its size, weight and balance perfectly address the needs of
barbers. No corner protection on the blade. Solid metal blade
holder with plastic exterior.

M-LINE. YOU FEEL IT.

AREAS OF APPLICATION
Ideal for shaving.
MATCHING BLADES
1020 TSS blades (10 pieces), half (10x2 pieces), 40 mm

1112

COMFORT CUT set incl. 10 blades comfort cut

FEATURES
Simple and safe blade change. More safety due to the blade
edge protection including attachment comb (1144) in each set.

AREAS OF APPLICATION
All cutting techniques.
MATCHING BLADES
1111 COMFORT CUT (10 pieces) 50 mm and
1103 COMFORT SAFE (10 pieces) 50 mm
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BLAZOR

BLADES

INDIVIDUAL

BLADE CHANGE MADE EASY

An unusual idea. Great implementation. The innovative core of BLAZOR ("Blade" + "Razor") is its curved blade.
It ensures maximum stability and safe control. The proximity of the hand and the blade makes it possible to
work intimately with variable effects. Whether for complete haircuts with a smooth basic length and flowing
transitions or fashionable accents with creative techniques – the BLAZOR is there for everything! Especially
handy: It’s handled intuitively and individually, without any training.

All TONDEO blades with high-quality chrome nitride seal and chemically resistant special
coating with excellent slide properties.

1020

1177

1040

TSS 3

Short blades for safe handling
10 whole blades, corresponds to 10x2 half blades.

Long blades for rational working wide meshes
10 whole blades, corresponds to 10x2 half blades.

1103

1111

COMFORT SAFE

Simple and safe blade change due to special COMFORT
blade system and safe working thanks to toothed safety
side and blank professional side.

RON SCHUMANN
MASTER HAIRDRESSER AND
INNOVATOR, COESFELD

TCR

BLAZOR

COMFORT CUT

Simple and safe blade change due to special COMFORT
blade system.

HOW TO CHANGE TONDEO BLADES

www.schumannssalon.de
TCR / TSS 3
1. Leave the razor blades in the paper and
break along the middle axis with the tip of the
arrow pointing up.
2. Keep the unused halves in the paper.

BLADES

BLAZOR
1177

BLAZOR incl. 10 blades TSS3

FEATURES
Curved blade for high stability. Naturally hand-held razor for
safe cutting. Equally useful for right and left-handed users.
Integrated blade guard provides safety from injury.

SCOPE OF APPLICATION
Haircut

1020

TCR, 10 blades

1040

TSS 3, 10 blades

MATCHING BLADES
1040 TSS3 blades (10 pieces), 62 mm

1111

COMFORT CUT blades, 10 blades

1103

COMFORT SAFE, 10 blades

3. Slide on the razor blade holder, insert the halved
razor blade and close the holder tightly again.

COMFORT CUT / COMFORT SAFE
1. Place the blade guide on the razor blade
and slide on up to the impact point. The
razor blade is now fixed in place and can
be lifted out to the top.

2

2. Click the razor blade into the empty
dispenser compartment and pull the
blade out.
M-LINE. YOU FEEL IT.
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WELCOME TO THE

Being a barber is a life philosophy. In focus: the man with demands – both
the barber and his client. High-quality tools with tradition – who better
to meet this requirement than TONDEO who has more than 90 years of
expertise in scissors and blades behind them?
With the new TONDEO BARBER’S TOOLBAR, developed for barbers,
in conjunction with barbers, TONDEO provides the tools a barber needs:
Alongside a new pair of scissors, designed specifically for the perfect
masculine cut, the range includes a razor, a cable clipper and a tool roll
made from real camel leather. With these tools, barbers are well equipped
to meet high demands.

BARBER’S TOOLBAR
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FADE-BLADE with
nano serration

Curved blade

Sharpened in a visibly different way, noticeably more extreme in design
and therefore perceptibly sharper – developed for a
beautifully smooth cutting sensation.
Extreme hollow grinding

FADE-BLADE
Angled
thumb ring.

Nano serration at the tip for precise cutting, without pushing the hair
forward while maintaining a sensitive cutting sensation.

EXTREME SHARPNESS MEETS
EXTREME PRECISION
The unusual appearance with curved blade and angled thumb ring
make the EARL an extraordinary pair of scissors from the BARBER'S
TOOLBAR. The cutting edge of this scissors is absolutely newly
co-developed by barbers: FADE-BLADE ensures the most precise
transitional cutting with new nano serration at the tip for precise
cutting, without pushing the hair forward while maintaining a
sensitive cutting sensation. The integrated cutting edge allows
perfect slicing.The EARL Tulip, 38 teeth, is the perfect addition for
dynamic working. In other words: The EARL is the scissors to use for
a perfect masculine cut.

PASCAL JAHN
BARBER, AACHEN
»I’m totally inspired by the BARBER’S TOOLBAR. I have worked with TONDEO tools for a long
time, but this approach of developing products for Barbers together with Barbers convinces me.
The concept is well rounded: it is limited to the essentials and appeals with its elegant, masculine
appearance. The special thing about the EARL is its long, sharp cutting edge with FADE-BLADE and
CONBLADE – plus it fits the hand very precisely.«
»The CONBLADE cutting edge is unlike anything else!«
www.frankenbergerbarberclub.de

EARL
9401
9402
9403

EARL Offset 6.25
EARL Offset 7.0
EARL Offset 6.0 Tulip (38)

POLISHED surface STEEL with vanadium enriched alloy and innovative hardening process.
BARBER’S TOOLBAR
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Optimal
blade to cutting edge ratio.

Slice cutting edge
Tip shape

46 teeth

Optimal
blade to cutting edge ratio.
Convex blade

BUTLER

BUTLER

THINNING IN ABSOLUTE TOP FORM.

A CLASSIC COMBINED WITH THE NEWEST
SCISSOR TECHNOLOGY

The 6.25 inch thinning scissors BUTLER CLASSIC is THE
thinning scissors for classic men's haircut techniques. Thanks to
the latest scissors technology and its classic shape, transitional
cutting, Fasson cuts or trimming and shaping beards is particularly
easy to do!

Those who swear by classics will love the new BUTLER: The
classic design is matched with the latest scissors technology.
The 6.5 inch hair scissors are perfect for fine beard contours,
sideburns and trimming around the ears due to its pointed shape.
The BUTLER impresses due to its particularly smooth cut and is
excellent for the classic men's haircut and in the everyday life of
the barber.

BUTLER

BUTLER

7607

7606

BUTLER Classic 6.25 (46)

POLISHED surface		
				

BARBER’S TOOLBAR

NICKEL NON-ALLOY, hardened and stainless chromium steel in accordance with the
“Solinger Special melted mass”. 46 teeth with prism for optimum cutting quality.

BUTLER Classic 6.5

POLISHED surface 		
				

NICKEL NON-ALLOY, hardened and stainless chromium steel in accordance with the
“Solinger Special melted mass”.
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GUARDSMAN
&
GUARDIAN

For short, halved TCR
blades

Solid metal handle with highly
polished plastic exterior
Handmade
in Solingen.

Free blade tip

Scissor roller

GUARDSMAN

THE RAZOR FOR SHAVING
AND CONTOURS
With a classical barber look, the KINGSGUARD shows its class.
Specifically matched to the needs of barbers, the razor allows
shaving across the entire length of the blade. A corner protection
was deliberately omitted, so that the tip of the blade can be used
for the finest contours. The KINGSGUARD also perfectly fulfils
what Barber want in terms of size, weight and balance.

The finest, genuine
Camel leather

ELEGANT STORAGE FOR BARBERS
The GUARDSMAN leather roll has enough space for the barber’s
tools and stows them in a very space-saving and safe way simply
by rolling. The GUARDIAN scissors case offers space for two
scissors. Finest, genuine camel leather not only looks elegant,
but also offers an extremely pleasant feel as well as being very robust.
Both bags are uniquely handmade in Solingen.

Scissor case

KINGSGUARD

GUARDSMAN + GUARDIAN

1191

33310
33311
33317

KINGSGUARD set incl. 10 TCR

MATCHING BLADES TCR (1020 halved)

GUARDIAN XL CAMEL

GUARDSMAN leather roll - space for us to 10 tools
GUARDIAN CAMEL Scissor case - space for 2 scissors
GUARDIAN XL CAMEL Scissor case - space for 4 scissors

Scissor case

GUARDIAN CAMEL

THE FINEST CAMEL LEATHER 
HANDMADE IN SOLINGEN.
BARBER’S TOOLBAR
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ELECTRO
PROFESSIONAL TOOLS FOR CREATIVE
ENDEAVOURS
Cutting, shaping, drying. Professional electrical appliances
are indispensable companions of the high-quality TONDEO
scissors range. Qualitative, versatile specialists for equally
special looks and likes. As ergonomic as they are visually
pleasing. As powerful as they are durable.

HAARSCHNEIDEGERÄTE
ECO M CONTOUR
ECO S+
ECO XS
MINI TRIMMER
MINI TRIMMER MAN

HAARTROCKNER
DRYSTAR 2000
E-LINE 1500
DRYNAMIC P

FORMEISEN
CERION PLUS 3.0
CERION CURVE
CERION CRIMP

ELECTRO. YOU FEEL IT.
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MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS

ECO M CONTOUR
THE ARTIST

QUALITY REQUIRES CARE

A product with a profile! And surprisingly light, too. The finely-serrated ECO M CONTOUR, with a
“FINE” 40 mm full metal cutting insert in a T-blade shape. Perfect for precisely-cut contours and
filigree work, even in those hard-to-reach neck and ear areas.

Tools must be cleaned or disinfected after use so that they are
fully operational again the next day. Always clean the surfaces
of hair dryers, hair clippers and tongs with a slightly damp
cloth so that no residues e.g. hair cosmetics remain. For easy
clean working.

Fine

Easy

Available as accessories.

HAIR CLIPPERS

TONGS

Care is necessary to maintain its running and
cutting performance in the long term, since
the battery performance is severely limited
in case of contamination with hair residues.
For this reason, you must remove the cutting
plates every day and clean the interior as
well as the cutting plates of the machine
with the accompanying brush. The TONDEO
hair clipper “Easy cleaning quick-change
system" makes cleaning a lot easier as the
cutting heads can be removed and replaced
effortlessly. Regularly rub the cutting plates
with machine oil so they remain smooth and
work precisely.

The heating plates should be cleaned every
day with a damp cloth. It is important to
ensure that no moisture enters the device in
order to avoid possible short circuits.

5 mm

Available as accessories.

32518 ECO M CONTOUR

HAIR DRYER
Regular cleaning of the rear air filter is
an absolute must with every hair dryer.
Contamination obstructs proper air supply,
the engine overheats and is damaged. As a
result, the air filter should ideally be made of
durable stainless steel and easily removable.

ECO TRIBAL/ECO M
32518 ECO M CONTOUR

DURATION OF USE WITHOUT LOADING: approx. 55-65 min.
DEVICE WEIGHT: 123 g

CUTTING PLATES:
Full steel T-blade (40 mm) with fine toothing, easy-to-clean
and a rapid-change system

MOTOR SPEED: approx. 6,150 rpm

COMB ATTACHMENTS:
Comb set (3, 6, 9, 12 mm)

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Cutting head in T-blade form for precision work

MAINS VOLTAGE:
100-240 V, 50 Hz (world wide use possible)

BATTERY PACK: Mains and battery operation (2-way)
CHARGE TIME: approx. 6 h

ELECTRO. YOU FEEL IT.
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ECO S+
THE POWERFUL ONE
The new ECO S+ has everything you want at work. The ideal combination of
a 2.4 V motor and 2.4 V battery ensures powerful cutting. As a result, the
hair trimmer even cuts thick hair quickly and powerful. Razor sharp precision
cutting plates made of chrome carbon steel, which create a soft cutting
experience and precise contouring. Extremely lightweight at only 130 grams.
An elegant look combined with comfortable handling.
Work enjoyment guaranteed.

32504 ECO S+ Black
32505

ECO S+

ECO S+

Only use original charging station!

32505 ECO S+

CHARGE TIME: approx. 6-8 hours

32504 ECO S+ BLACK

DURATION OF USE WITHOUT LOADING: approx. 60 min

CUTTING PLATES:
A 30 mm solid steel cutting plate, easy cleaning,
quick change system, cutting length 0.5 mm.
COMB ATTACHMENTS:
Comb attachment with 4 positions (3/4.5/6/7.5 mm).
BATTERY PACK:
Shorter charging time due to LSD-NiMH batteries.

ELECTRO. YOU FEEL IT.

DEVICE WEIGHT: 130 g
MOTOR SPEED: approx. 5500-6000 rpm with fully charged battery.
POWER SUPPLY:
100-240 V, 50-60 Hz (worl wide use possible).
SPECIAL FEATURES:
Powerful, long-lasting cutting force due to the use of a high-torque
2.4 V motor and rapid cutting plate motion. Chromed carbon steel
precision cutting plates with polished cutting head, characterised by
extreme and long-lasting sharpness.
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ECO XS
THE ELEGANT ONE
The comfortable ECO XS is not only lightweight,
but also impresses with its timeless and beautiful
design. Regardless whether for a beard or contour: the performance is right.
The elegant design has a distinctive black ring
control as a characteristic design element. The
elegant Black Velvet version has a velvety soft
touch surface and offers an even more elevated
feeling. The cutting plates are “Made in Germany”
and ensure an extremely smooth and clean cut,
which is very important, especially in the areaof
contours.

3268

3711

ECO XS Silver

ECO XS Black Velvet

ECO XS
3268

ECO XS Silver

DEVICE WEIGHT: 128 g

3711

ECO XS Black Velvet

MOTOR SPEED: approx. 5,500 rpm

CUTTING PLATES: A 30 mm solid steel cutting plate
COMB ATTACHMENT: 1 attachment comb 3-6 mm
BATTERY PACK: Battery NiMH
CHARGE TIME: 6-8 hours approx.

MAINS VOLTAGE: 230 V ~ 50Hz
SPECIAL FEATURES:
Made in Germany, Black: velvety soft touch surface,
comfortable handling, as it is ultra-light, quiet and has
a low-vibration.

DURATION OF USE WITHOUT LOADING: approx. 60 min.

ELECTRO. YOU FEEL IT.
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MINI TRIMMER

MINI TRIMMER MAN

THE FORMER

THE EFFORTLESS ONE

The MINI TRIMMER is big among the small ones. It gently
shapes eyebrows as well as conveniently and comfortably
removing unwanted facial and body hair.

Convinces every man. With its elegant pen shape,
the MINI TRIMMER MAN has all the sensitive parts
firmly under control. It removes ear and nose hair
effortlessly and efficiently. The rounded cutting
head increases safety and thus ensures a relaxed
feel-good sensation.

32525 MINI TRIMMER Silver
32526 MINI TRIMMER Black

32523 ECO MINI TRIMMER Display Silver ( Inhalt 6 Stk. )
32524 ECO MINI TRIMMER Display Black ( Inhalt 6 Stk. )

32508 MINI TRIMMER MAN

MINI-TRIMMER
32523 ECO MINI TRIMMER Display Silver ( contents 6 piece )
32524 ECO MINI TRIMMER Display Black ( contents 6 piece )
32525 MINI TRIMMER Silver
32526 MINI TRIMMER Black
CUTTING PLATES:
Blades made of stainless steel.

32509 MINI TRIMMER MAN Display (contents 6 piece)

MINI TRIMMER MAN
ACCESSORIES:
Including cleaning brush and battery.
SPECIAL FEATURES:
Modern micro motor, removes unwanted facial hair
comfortably and efficiently. Eyebrow attachment comb
for gentle eyebrow shaping in 2 lengths (1.5;3.5 mm).

32509 MINI TRIMMER MAN Display (contents 6 piece)
32508 MINI TRIMMER MAN
CUTTING PLATES:
360° rotating cutting blades made of stainless steel.
VOLTAGE:
Including 1.5 V micro AAA battery.

ACCESSORIES:
Including cleaning brush and battery.
SPECIAL FEATURES:
Removes ear and nose hair effortlessly and efficiently with a
rounded cutting head for more safety and comfort. Casing with
high quality aluminium sheath.

VOLTAGE:
Including 1.5 V micro AAA battery.

ELECTRO. YOU FEEL IT.
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DRYSTAR 2000

METALLIC EDITION

A WINNER WITH A LOT OF POWER
This durable professional hair dryer is especially convincing due to its 2000 - 2200 Watt strong professional
AC motor. It has four heating and two speed levels as well as an instant cooling button. Due to the ergonomic
handle and the balanced weight distribution it allows fatigue-free working.
Pleasing: Due to the switches being on the front side, the DRYSTAR 2000 is also suitable for left-handed users.

32302 DRYSTAR 2000 Black
32307 DRYSTAR 2000 Gold

32306 DRYSTAR 2000 Silver

Diffusor available as accessory!

DRYSTAR 2000

32302ET1 Diffusor

ANTONIO WEINITSCHKE
ART DIRECTOR ZENTRALVERBAND, SALON OWNER “A&K FRISEURE”, AACHEN
»Since my salon still has many clients who visit weekly and place value on a
professional and durable blow-dry, the convenience and powerful performance
of the DRYSTAR 2000 is very convincing.«
www.aundkfriseure.de

ELECTRO. YOU FEEL IT.

32302

DRYSTAR 2000 Black

CABLE LENGTH: 3m “Soft-PVC” cable.

32306

DRYSTAR 2000 Silver

32307

DRYSTAR 2000 Gold

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Equally optimal for right and left handed users due to switches
being placed on the front. Ergonomic grip and balanced weight
distribution.
1200 working hours.

32302ET1 Diffusor
OUTPUT: 2000-2000 Watt (220V-240 V) Profi AC-Motor.
WEIGHT: Balanced weight distribution, 499 g.
HEATING LEVLS/BLOWER LEVELS:
4 heating and 2 speed levels, as well as an instant
cooling button.
ACCESSORIES:
Firmly locking and particularly easy rotating styling nozzle.
FILTER: removable stainless steel filter.
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DRYNAMIC P

E-LINE 1500

LIGHT POWER

THE RELIABLE ONE

Completely balanced: The DRYNAMIC P impresses with its high performance and low weight. It has a perfectly
balanced weight distribution, which together with the ergonomic handle ensures fatigue-free working.
The airflow has extra power due to additional side openings of the dual-jet styling nozzle. Made in Italy.

You can rely on it. And its technology: 3 heating and 2 blower speeds of
the E-LINE 1500 provide everything you need for daily use. Appreciated
for its robustness, known for extreme longevity. Made in Italy.

3178

32304 DRYNAMIC P

Diffusor available as an accessory!

E-LINE 1500 Black

Including Diffusor!

32304ET1 Diffusor

DRYNAMIC P

E-LINE 1500

32304 DRYNAMIC P

CABLE LENGTH: 3 m

32304ETI Diffusor

ACCESSORIES:
Dual jet styling nozzle (75 mm) with additional side openings for
an extra strong airflow.

OUTPUT:
1800-2000 Watt (230-240 V) Profi AC-Motor.
WEIGHT: light weight (<500 g)
HEATING LEVELS/BLOWER LEVELS:
3 heating and 2 blower levels, as well as and instant cold button.

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Made in Italy. Equally optimal for right and left handed users
due to switches being placed on the front. Ergonomic grip and
balanced weight distribution.

3178

E-LINE 1500 Black

OUTPUT: 1500 Watt AC-Motor.
WEIGHT: Special weight distribution.
HEATING LEVELS/BLOWER LEVELS:
4 heating and 2 speed levels, as well as and
instant cold button.

FILTER: Removable stainless steel filter.
CABLE LENGTH:
3 m with suspension eye rotating coupling.
ACCESSORIES: 2 air nozzles, diffusor.
SPECIAL FEATURES: Made in Italy.

FILTER: removable stainless steel filter.

ELECTRO. YOU FEEL IT.
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CERION PLUS 3.0

CERION CURVE

BEAUTIFUL HAIR GUARANTEED

THE VERSATILE ONE

Everything you need. To bring hair into its most beautiful form with great feeling. The reason: spring-loaded
ceramic heating plates. The individual temperature setting can also be regulated from 150 °C to 230 °C for
a gentle straightening process suitable for the hair structure. For safety, the device switches off the heating
phase after 60 minutes.

Lively curls with a silky shine. Or perfectly smooth,
beautiful hair the CERION CURVE makes both possible.
Silver, high gloss, rounded Curve inserts on the outer
edges bring a lively swing to straight hair. The springloaded and ceramic tourmaline coated heating plates
can always make every type of styling perfect. For
safety, the device switches off the heating phase after
60 minutes.

31006 CERION PLUS 3.0

3721

CERION CURVE

CERION CURVE
3721

CERION PLUS 3.0
31006 CERION PLUS 3.0

POWER SUPPLY/OUTPUT:
100-240 V, 50-60 Hz, 35 W (world wide use possible)

WARM-UP TIME:
Ready to use in seconds thanks to particularly fast heating.

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Rounded plates for soft straightening and curling.

CERION CURVE

WARM-UP TIME:
Ready to use in seconds thanks to particularly fast heating.
TEMPERATURE:
Individual temperature control (120-230 °C) for every hair type.
Auto-Off after 60 min.

TEMPERATURE:
Individual temperature setting adjustable from 150 °C to
230 °C. Auto-Off after 60 min.

PLATES:
Spring-loaded plates (23x90 mm) to protect against
excessive pressure.

PLATES:
Ceramic plates (24x10 mm) for optimum heat distribution.
Floating design to protect against excessive pressure.

RUNNERS:
Deep black, curved ceramic tourmaline coated runners for
optimum, consistent heat distribution,

CABLE LENGTH: 3 m with rotating coupling

ELECTRO. YOU FEEL IT.

gentle shaping and new shine. Absorption of natural moisture in
the hair through nourishing ions.
CABLE LENGTH:
3 m with rotating coupling.
POWER SUPPLY/OUTPUT:
220-240 V, 50 Hz, 35 W
SPECIAL FEATURES:
Shaping curve inserts, including heat protection mat, elegant
high-gloss surface.
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CERION CRIMP
PROVIDES SUPPORT AND FULLNESS
Form, structure and volume for beautiful hair and great hairstyles. The CERION CRIMP makes it possible. With
the zig-zag plates the effect crimping and the expressive accentuation of hair pieces are wonderfully easy to
achieve. This is thanks to its narrow shape, which makes it particularly pleasant to work with.

31007 CERION CRIMP

USE TIP
Crimp 2-3 finger widths of the hairline behind the contour
and under the parting. That adds volume at the roots and
gives the look added staying power.

CERION CRIMP
31007 CERION CRIMP
WARM-UP TIME:
Ready to use in seconds thanks to particularly fast heating.
TEMPERATURE:
Individual temperature setting adjustable from 150 °C to
230 °C. Auto-Off after 60 min.

CABLE LENGTH: 3 m with rotating coupling
POWER SUPPLY/OUTPUT:
100-240 V, 50-60 Hz, 48 W (world wide use possible)
SPECIAL FEATURES:
Narrow shape which offers many use option, such as volume and
structure at the hairline.

PLATES:
Ceramic plates (24x10 mm) for optimum heat distribution.
Floating design to protect against excessive pressure.
Crimped plates for creative zigzag waves.

ELECTRO. YOU FEEL IT.
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EQUIPMENT
THE ASSISTANTS
Professional accessories. For the professional hairdresser
and barber. Practical companions, creative partners,
ranging from bags to brushes and combs. Attractive and
carefully selected in the usual TONDEO quality.

GUARDSMAN & GUARDIAN
BODYGUARD
UNIVERSAL WERKZEUGTASCHE
ATELIER GRAPHITE

EQUIPMENT. YOU FEEL IT.
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GUARDIAN BLACK

GUARDIAN CAMEL

STORAGE SPACE WITH STYLE

ELEGANT STORAGE FOR BARBERS

The GUARDIAN BLACK and GUARDIAN BLACK XL scissors
cases offer space for two or four scissors. The finest genuine
mountain bear leather not only caresses the hand, but also
stores your scissors securely and in style. The bags are
uniquely handmade in Solingen.

GUARDIAN CAMEL und GUARDIAN XL CAMEL scissors cases made of the finest
genuine camel leather offers space for two or four scissors..They not only look
elegant, but also offers an extremely pleasant feel as well as being very robust.
Both bags are uniquely handmade in Solingen.

33312 GUARDIAN BLACK

33313 GUARDIAN XL BLACK
(without content)

EQUIPMENT. YOU FEEL IT.

33317 GUARDIAN XL CAMEL

GUARDIAN BLACK

GUARDIAN CAMEL

33312 GUARDIAN Black scissor holder - space for 2 scissors

33311 GUARDIAN scissor holder - space for 2 scissors

33313 GUARDIAN Black XL scissor holder - space for 4 scissors + equipment

33317 GUARDIAN XL CAMEL scissor holder- space for 4 scissors + equipment
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BODYGUARD

GUARDSMAN

PROTECTIVE COMPANION

ELEGANT STORAGE FOR BARBERS

Tool bag made of a high-quality synthetic leather with lots
of storage space for 4 scissors and other utensils. Easy to
clean due to the removable pocket bottom. The scissors are
well protected when the tool bag is closed. The flap can be
removed with push buttons while wearing, so that the scissors
are easily accessible.

The GUARDSMAN leather roll has enough space for the barber’s tools and
stows them in a very space-saving and safe way simply by rolling. Finest,
genuine camel leather not only looks elegant, but also offers an extremely
pleasant feel as well as being very robust. Uniquely handmade in Solingen.

33309 BODYGUARD

33310 GUARDSMAN CAMEL

UNIVERSAL TOOL BAG
TIMELESSLY PRACTICAL
The classic TONDEO TOOL BAGS can be useful for everyone.
Made of durable synthetic leather, discreet design. With plenty
of space inside for scissors and other accessories.

TOOL BAGS
33310 GUARDSMAN leather roll - space for up to 10 tools
33309 BODYGUARD tool bag
3381

UNIVERSAL TOOL BAG

3381
EQUIPMENT. YOU FEEL IT.

UNIVERSAL TOOL BAG
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ATELIER GRAPHITE
THE EFFECTIVE ONE
33510 ATELIER Graphite XXS (20/34 mm)

33511 ATELIER Graphite XS (25/40 mm)

Long-lasting volume or great curls are
desired? No problem for the high-tech
round brushes from the ATELIER Graphite
range. Their special extra: the graphitecoated brush body with honeycomb shaped
air holes. Designed for rapid, even heat
distribution and extra fast drying. As a result,
the styling of volume and curls is noticeably
light and loose from your hand.

33512 ATELIER Graphite S (33/50 mm)

ATELIER GRAPHITE

33513 ATELIER Graphite M (43/63 mm)

33510 ATELIER Graphite XXS
Ø inside 20 mm, outside 34 mm

33514 ATELIER Graphite L
Ø inside 53 mm, outside 76 mm

33511 ATELIER Graphite XS
Ø inside 25 mm, outside 40 mm

33515 ATELIER Graphite XL
Ø inside 65 mm, outside 92 mm

33512 ATELIER Graphite S
Ø inside 33 mm, outside 50 mm

Anti-static graphite coating, heat-resistant nylon bristles, vegan.

33513 ATELIER Graphite M
Ø inside 43 mm, outside 63 mm

ROBIN HUTH
33514 ATELIER Graphite L (53/76 mm)

GLOBAL EDUCATOR AND TOP
PLAYER LADIES SEGMENT
»Style comes from styling – well
dried hair is, for me, an essential part
of the perfect hair cut. Thanks to the
even heat distribution of the ATELIER
Graphite brushes I can conjure up
the perfect finish for each client.«

33515 ATELIER Graphite XL (65/92 mm)

EQUIPMENT. YOU FEEL IT.

MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS
GOOD BRUSHES NEED CARE
Regular care is necessary not only for hygiene, but also for the service life and
performance of a brush. Starting with the removal of hair remnants after
each customer to thorough cleaning with water and gentle cleaning agents.
Care which pays off.
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